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Ab initio 3D description of the nucleon 

Recent theoretical concepts define « Generalized Parton Distributions » (GPD). These 
distributions bring new information on the nucleon, giving access for the first time to a three-
dimensional picture of the nucleon structure. These new theoretical developments are 
associated to an active experimental program currently run at Jefferson Laboratory and at 
CERN, and constitute a key ingredient of the physics case of a future electron-ion collider. 

The measurements accumulated during the last ten years have stressed the limitations of 
existing GPD models. The “high precision era”, which is about to start after Jefferson 
Laboratory’s upgrade, justifies the development of sophisticated GPD models with a firm 
theoretical basis and high predictive power.  

The Nucleon Structure Laboratory (LSN) in CEA-Saclay is composed of two experimental 
teams operating at Jefferson Laboratory (US) and at CERN, and of a theory and 
phenomenology team which will host the candidate. A new GPD model is currently being 
built in LSN, relying on a coupled system of Dyson-Schwinger equations (which allow a 
nonperturbative evaluation of the Green functions of a quantum field theory) and Bethe-
Salpeter equations (which describe relativistic bound states). A pion GPD model has been 
successfully obtained, and the next step is the extension of this model to the 
phenomenologically more relevant nucleon case. 

The internship consists in the numerical resolution of the so-called “gap equation”, which is 
the Dyson-Schwinger equation relating the nonperturbative quark propagator, gluon 
propagator, and quark-gluon vertex. The numerical resolution of this equation requires some 
care. This is related to theoretical considerations, such as choosing the gauge or working in 
Euclidean or Minkowskian spacetime. The candidate will implement the gap equation and 
solve it numerically (or analytically when possible) for the quark propagator with various 
expressions for the gluon propagator and quark-gluon vertex. The validation of the results will 
be obtained by self-consistency tests and comparisons to existing literature.  

Even if the subject requires some careful software development in Mathematica or C++, 
preliminary knowledge of these tools is not required. Most of the effort should be devoted to 
physics. This internship will be followed by a PhD dealing with various aspects of the 
phenomenology of GPDs, ranging from model building to comparison to experimental data. 
 
 
Please, indicate which speciality(ies) seem(s) to be more adapted to the subject: 
 

Condensed Matter Physics: NO     Macroscopic Physics and complexity: NO 
Quantum Physics: NO    Theoretical Physics: YES 


